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I present inyoni - a collection of textile art pieces, 
individually hand printed and created to follow my 
dream of making art that can be worn and used in 

the home. Something that nobody else will have.

Kristen McClarty, inyoni designer and maker
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is executed. Every time the luxurious natural cloth 
passes through my hands, my intentions of capturing 
the essence of our beautiful Africa is laid onto the 
cloth, staining it with the memory of the foliage.

My work is for those who are conscious of their impact 
on the environment and would like to surround them-
selves with textiles, handmade in a slow and sustain-
able manner.  My work is for those who welcome the 
showcase of the small and unnoticed.  My work is for 
those who appreciate the bespoke, unique and undu-
plicated piece.

Inyoni textile art - each piece a one-off print directly 
from nature.  

My inyoni brand is a hand crafted range of botanical 
printed textiles, imprinted from nature and made up 
into unique pieces for you to wear and adorn your 
space. I print every panel of fabric myself, in my home 
studio in Kommetjie, Cape Town.

Each inyoni piece is imprinted directly from foraged 
fynbos and other local foliage, using a natural tech-
nique.  I rely on the innate tannins and proteins of the 
plant to make the colourfast imprint, without the use 
of ink, dye or any chemical.

My process to print each piece is a slow and con-
sidered one, taking days and sometimes weeks, of 
experimenting, planning and foraging before the print 

Fabrics used for inyoni products

The muslin is 100% cotton with a fine smooth gauze, 
soft on the skin and a good alternative to silk, for 
vegans.  

Double muslin is a double layered fabric made from 
2 layers of 100% cotton gauze, basted together.  It 
has an uneven natural weave, a crinkly texture and, 
because it traps small air pockets between the layers, 
it is comfortable and warm.  

Hemp linens of variable weights are a blend of hemp 
(55%) and cotton (45%).  This fabric is organic, sustain-
able and eco-friendly, making it a perfect choice for 
durable slow fashion and décor, and for those looking 
for textiles with the lowest impact on the environ-
ment.  Hemp linen softens with use.

Linen is a 100% flax linen and the one used is of 
Russian origin.  It is an exclusive textile, produced in 
relatively small quantities, and is used for high end 
table linens and clothing, often for hot climates. It has 
exceptional drape and feel in the hand.

Dupioni silk is 100% raw silk with a typical knobbly 
texture resulting from an uneven thread used in the 
weft of the textile.  It has an elite sheen and is robust 
in nature.

Hemp silk is a blend of hemp (60%) and silk (40%), 
with a matte side and a satiny silk side.  The fabric has 
been distressed to a buttery and plump texture, with 
gorgeous drape and weight.  This fabric has the robust 
properties of hemp, combined with the luxurious 
sheen of the silk.
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Dupioni Silk

Scarf R2800 

Wrap R3400

Dupioni Silk

Scarf R2800 

Wrap R3400

Lengths of botanically printed Dupioni or raw silk fabric suit-

able to wear, hang or use as a bed strip.  This tightly woven 

silk has a characteristic crisp feel and lustrous surface. Robust 

and architectural in it’s drape. Finished with a rolled hem of 

approximately 1.5 mm.

Sizes 
Scarf – approx. 50 x 137 cm     

Wrap – approx. 65 x 195 cm

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

wearables

Dupioni Silk

Scarf R2800 

Wrap R3400

Dupioni Silk

Scarf R2800 

Wrap R3400
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Hemp Linen

Scarf R2600 

Wrap R3000

Lengths of botanical printed natural fabric suitable to wear, 

hang or use as a bed strip.  A range of plant based textiles 

are available, each with its own characteristic feel and drape. 

Finished with a rolled hem of approximately 1.5 mm.

Sizes 
Scarf – approx. 50 x 137 cm     

Wrap – approx. 65 x 195 cm

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

wearables

Double Muslin

Scarf R2600 

Wrap R3000

Muslin

Scarf R2400 

Wrap R2800

Muslin

Scarf R2400 

Wrap R2800

Double Muslin

Scarf R2600 

Wrap R3000

Hemp Linen

Scarf R2600 

Wrap R3000
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These one-off tea towels are botanically printed and some-

times dyed using a wide range of locally foraged plants and 

a variety of techniques.  Generous in size and finished with a 

1.5 cm hem and mitered corners.  A centrally placed cotton 

webbing hoop allows for easy hanging.

Sizes

Approx. 49 x 67 cm

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

tea towels

Hemp Linen

R550

Hemp Linen

R550

Flax Linen

R600

Flax Linen 

R600
Hemp Linen

R550
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Large table napkins, made the old fashioned way and designed 

to grace the table and laps at a special meal.  Finished with an 

impeccable 3 cm hem and mitered corners.  The napkins come 

in a set of 4, each unique but botanically printed as a batch 

with similar foliage.  Larger sets can be made to order or sets 

of 4 can be mixed and matched for more variety at the table.

Sizes  
Approx. 50 x 50 cm

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

Hemp Linen

R1250

Hemp Linen

R1250

Flax Linen

R1550

Flax Linen

Set of 4 - R1550

Hemp Linen

Set of 4 - R1250

table napkins
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Hemp Linen with plain edge

M – R1700

scatter cushions

Inyoni hemp linen scatter cushions  - each one unique but 

often printed in pairs.  The panels are individually printed, so 

that both the front and back of the scatter is an inyoni bo-

tanical print. Scatters are finished with a narrow Oxford edge 

of approximately 1.5 cm or a plain edge.  The concealed zip is 

placed at the bottom of the scatter to allow for either side to 

face front.  Stuffed with a luxury down inner, making them as 

perfect to lean on as they are to admire.

Note:   If you’d prefer to source your own inner, or the 

shipping address is outside South Africa (in which case the 

inner won’t be shipped) please deduct R200 per inner from the 

prices below.

Sizes  
Medium – 40 x 60 cm

Large – 60 x 60 cm

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

Hemp Linen with Oxford edge

M – R1700

Hemp Linen with Oxford edge

L – R1900 

Hemp Linen

M – R1700 

L – R1900
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Flax Linen with Oxford edge

M – R1800 

Flax Linen with Oxford edge

M – R1800 

scatter cushions

Inyoni pure flax linen scatter cushions, with their natural 

texture and slightly irregular weave, are printed on both sides. 

Finished with a narrow Oxford edge of approximately 1.5 cm or 

a plain edge, with a concealed zip placed at the bottom of the 

scatter. Stuffed with a luxury down inner.

Note:   If you’d prefer to source your own inner, or the 

shipping address is outside South Africa (in which case the 

inner won’t be shipped) please deduct R200 per inner from the 

prices below.

Sizes  
Medium – 40 x 60 cm

Large – 60 x 60 cm

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

Flax Linen with Oxford edge

M – R1800

Flax Linen

M – R1800 

L – R2000
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A rethink of the traditional bed spread.  Designed for those 

who want to bring the natural look of our surroundings into 

the haven of the bedroom. Varied from calm and smudgy 

greys, to vibrant rusts, to the smoky darkness of a botanical 

dye coupled with botanical print.  Bed throws are sized to fit 

from below the pillows (not underneath) to near the bottom 

edge of the bed.  The throw will go over the sides of the bed.  

Throws are finished with a 3 cm hem and mitered corners.

Sizes 
Small – single or ¾ – 155 x 130 cm

Medium – double or queen – 155 x 190 cm 

Large –  king – 155 x 220 cm

(Larger sizes made to order)

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

Hemp Linen

S - R4625, M - R5125, L - R5625

Flax Linen

S - R5300, M - R5900, L - R6350 

Hemp Linen

S - R4625, M - R5125, L - R5625

Flax Linen

S - R5300

M - R5900

L - R6350 

Hemp Linen

S - R4625

M - R5125

L - R5625 

bed throws
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An ultra-luxurious but still robust version of the linen bed 

throw.  The botanical printing is done on the matte side of the 

fabric, resulting in a detailed and precise matte surface and 

a more smudgy and abstract silky side.  Either side is suitable 

to use as the top.  This throw is narrower than the linen bed 

throws and finished with a hemp linen border of 3 cm, visible 

on the matte side. The hemp silk is a precious fabric and not 

always available.  

Sizes   
Small – single or ¾ – 155 x 130 cm

Medium – double or queen – 138 x 190 cm 

Large – king – 138 x 220 cm

(Larger sizes made to order)

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

Hemp Silk

S - R5750, M - R6375, L - R6875

Hemp Silk

S - R5750, M - R6375, L - R6875

Hemp Silk

S - R5750, M - R6375, L - R6875

Hemp Silk

S - R5750 

M - R6375 

L - R6875

hemp silk bed throws
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The mandala symbolises the idea that life is never ending and 

everything on earth is connected and therefore impacts every 

other thing. The inyoni botanical mandala cloths are created 

to celebrate the beauty of the local fynbos and plants and our 

relationship with our surroundings.  The cloths are printed on 

the round, with the foliage arranged to create a natural botan-

ical mandala. The edge is left raw and is secured with a double 

row of stitching.  

Sizes   
Approximately 140 cm in diameter

(Larger sizes made to order)

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

Hemp Linen

R4300

Hemp Linen

R4300

Hemp Linen

R4300

Flax Linen 

R4500 - made to order

botanical mandala cloths

Hemp Linen

R4300
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Bespoke and unique luxury table linen designed to celebrate 

the diversity of nature.  Sizing is generous to allow for drape 

onto the chairs with the corners approaching the floor.  Fin-

ished with a 3 cm hem and mitered corners.

Sizes   
Table Runner – 195 x 65 cm

Small – 6 seater – 150 x 230 cm

Medium – 8 seater – 180 x 280 cm 

Large – 10 seater – 200 x 330 cm 

(Different sizes made to order)

AVAILABLE FABRICS  AND RETAIL  PR ICES

Flax Linen

Runner - R3200, S - R6750, M - R7250, L - R7900

Hemp Linen

Runner - R3000, S - R5900, M - R6250, L - R6900

Hemp Linen

Runner - R3000 

S - R5900

M - R6250

L - R6900

Flax Linen 

Runner - R3200 

S - R6750

M - R7250 

L - R7900

table cloths

Flax Linen

Runner - R3200, S - R6750, M - R7250, L - R7900



CONTACT
Kristen McClarty

+27 83 440 6119

kristen@inyoniart.com
www.inyoniart.com

All pricing is in South African Rands (ZAR) and retail. 

Please contact me directly regarding wholesale, consignment and commissions.

Delivery is with a private courier, directly to you, unless other arrangements are made.  

Shipping is free in South Africa. If the delivery address is outside South Africa, shipping is free for purchases over R5000.  

Any import duties are for the buyer’s account.
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